
BECTU POST PRODUCTION & FACILITIES BRANCH 
 

MINUTES OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (PPF107-110) 
WEDNESDAY 13TH JUNE 2018 @ BFI STEPHEN STREET 

 
 
Present: Charlene Short, Mark Keady, Alex Kalmakrian, Mark Neale, Dan 
Roberts, Helena Evans, Erica Lee, Riccardo Bacigalupo, Fiona Brands, Peter 
Cox, Andrew Evans, Rab Wilson, Pete Harding, Melvyn Hacker, Nia Hughes 
(Supervisory Official), Aideen Johnston 
 
Apologies: Simon Brasse, Meredith Leece, Sam Williams, Eliane Lazzaris, 
Toby Nutter, Emma McCleave, Mike Prestwood-Smith, Andy Love, Julie 
Mann 
 
Minutes of General Meeting of Wednesday 7th February 2018 were 
agreed. 
 
Matters Arising 
 
None 
 
Chair’s Report 
 

- Membership of PP&F branch up 5% from 760 to 799. 
 

- TV Drama agreement between BECTU and PACT was unanimously 
approved after extensive negotiations. It is hoped that the agreement 
will improve conditions for all departments within TV Drama. 

 
- Feature Film agreement for films with a $30million budget and above 

has been agreed. 
 

- Rate cards across Feature Film, TV Drama and Factual & 
Entertainment have been updated in line with RPI (Retail Prices Index.) 

 
- A survey on sexual harassment within Film & TV was undertaken. With 

40 responses so far, another push will be made to get more feedback. 
An article will be written once enough feedback has been collated. 

 
- The Rough Assembly – Meet The Editors event was very successful 

with 64 people in attendance. 15 people joined BECTU on the day. 
 

- Post Fest is being organised for 9th September, a one day event 
spanning Post, VFX and SFX and including master classes, panel 
discussions, CV workshops and more. Pre-registration tickets have 
been released with strong uptake so far. Speakers to be confirmed. 

 
- The Rough Assembly website was re-designed and re-launched. 

 



- Mark Neale and Alex Kalmakrian gave a report on this year’s Prospect 
Conference. It was noted that £3000 was raised for the Picturehouse 
strike fund. 

 
- LPD (London Production Division): Dan Roberts reported on a recent 

meeting at LPD where there was a discussion on unifying description 
of rate cards as ‘going rates’ across all departments. PP&F branch 
were in disagreement, preferring ‘minimum’ rates, as ‘going’ rates are 
too vague and open to interpretation. 

 
- SEC (Sector Executive Committee): Andrew Evans reported that 

BECTU are financially stable after becoming a sector of the Prospect 
Union, and are ready to hire more officials. 

 
- An attendance record of the previous year’s committee meetings was 

read out. 
 
AGREED	WITH	ACTION	(PPF107)	
 
Election of Committee 
 
The following nominees were elected to the PP&F committee: 
 
Riccardo Bacigalupo (Co-Secretary), Stephen Boucher, Simon Brasse, 
Lorene Dewett, Andrew Evans, Alex Kalmakrian, Mark Keady (Chair), Eliane 
Lazzaris, Meredith Leece, Mark Neale, Toby Nutter, Dan Roberts (Co-
Secretary), Charlene Short, Sam Williams, Rab Wilson. 
 
Sam Williams and Rab Wilson were elected to represent PP&F branch at 
LPD. Mark Keady and Dan Roberts are LPD substitutes. 
 
AGREED	WITH	ACTION	(PPF108)	
 
Feedback Forum 
 
Due to difficulty in generating interest in PP&F general meetings, it was 
agreed that we should host informal meetings to outline any agendas that 
people want the branch to put forward. 
 
It was felt that an informal meeting would also help generate interest in the 
branch from different areas of Post-Production, for instance Facilities and 
Commercials. 
 
There is a consensus within the branch to have a meeting as soon as 
possible. 
 
AGREED	WITH	ACTION	(PPF109)	
 
 
 



Rate Card Survey 
 
Alex presented an update on the ongoing Rate Card Survey across Feature 
Film, TV Drama, and Factual & Entertainment. 
 
It was agreed that we need to keep pushing the survey, as there isn’t enough 
data to create a clear picture yet. 
 
Attendees pointed out that they would be interested in collecting information 
on Holiday Pay rates. 
 
Alex and Mark Keady will explore Survey Monkey as a better platform than 
Google Forms for running the surveys. They will also attempt to refine the 
survey questons. 
 
AGREED	WITH	ACTION	(PPF110)	
 
AOB 
 
An email from Simon Smith regarding ‘handcuff’ contracts was read out. It 
was agreed that Nia Hughes would approach the Post-Production facility in 
question to explore details further. 
 
Nia asked the branch to push Post Fest on all non-RA social media. 
 
Nia will arrange future dates for PP&F meetings at the BFI. 
 
Peter Cox would like to give a talk on Sergei Eisenstein. 


